## HOW TO MAKE MOVING LESS STRESSFUL

### SEVERAL WEEKS BEFORE MOVE
- Get estimates & schedule movers or rental truck
- Take inventory of household items
- Submit school transfer paperwork
- Initiate transfer of medical and dental records
- Fill out change-of-address card with the Post Office
- Clean out all closets and drawers
- Purchase packing supplies
- Sell or donate unwanted items
- Arrange for house cleaning, including carpets & drapes
- Cancel old utilities and initiate your new ones
- Transfer of homeowner’s/renter’s insurance
- Begin packing items not needed before the move
- Use or dispose of food, cleaning supplies, & hazardous materials
- Determine how to best move your pets & plants

### 1 – 5 DAYS BEFORE MOVE
- Finish packing
- Clean house, including refrigerator, stove, oven & outdoor furniture
- Disconnect & drain the appliances you’re moving
- Drain fuel from power equipment
- Confirm arrival time of movers/pick-up time of rental truck
- Have payment ready for movers
- Gather and clean outdoor furniture
- Return cable box & cable modem
- Organize keys
- Prepare food for moving day

### WITHIN 30 DAYS OF MOVE
- Change your address on your driver’s license, vehicle & voter registrations

### MOVING DAY
- Disassemble beds
- Confirm all cupboards, closets, dishwasher & other appliances are empty
- Give movers tour and instructions on what is being moved

---

**LET’S CHAT!**

Our loan advisors are available days and evenings at your convenience.
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